Are you tired of losing track of those login/usernames and passwords you create every time you visit a new website? Now you can keep important website addresses, usernames, and passwords in one convenient place! Lots of space: 144 pages, including tabbed alphabetical pages. Plenty of room for all those web site addresses, usernames, passwords, and additional notes. A spiral binding that allows pages to lie flat for ease of use. Handy elastic band closure. Pages in the back on which to record additional useful information, such as your home network configuration, software license numbers, and other notes. Removable label and discreet cover design. 4-1/4” wide x 5-3/4” high.
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**Customer Reviews**

This past Christmas I decided to give password books with gifts for friends and family members. I’ve found my own to be super useful and am writing this review to share a comparison of the ones I purchased here on . I’m uploading some photos that will tell you more than my words here do. Below are links for the books, in the same order they are laid out in the first photo I’m posting. Book #1 is the red one I personally own and love, (this one is not currently available here but for comparisons, this is it) The Personal Internet Address & Password Logbook - Red. If you want to read my review with photos, you can do so here, http://www.com/review/R35K16WUNGUFH6/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1441308148

Book #2 is similar to my own and is currently available here, The Personal Internet Address & Password Log Book (Like mine, it has cut out tabs in the pages, two letters per tab.) Book #3 is the smaller but thicker, spiral bound, white book, BookFactory® Password Journal / Password Diary / Mini Pocket Passwords Notebook, 120 Pages - 3 1/2” x 5 1/4”, Durable Thick Translucent Cover,
High Quality Wire-O Binding (JOU-120-MCW-A-(Password)) (This one is handy if you want the ability to hold it in one hand while writing on either side.
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